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$X,$ $\mathrm{Y}$ , $A$ $X$ . $A$ $X$ $C^{*}-$
$(C-)\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d}$ , $A$ ( )
$X$ . , $\gamma$
, $A$ $X$ $P^{\gamma_{-}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\alpha 1$ , $A$ \mbox{\boldmath $\gamma$}
$\mathcal{U}$ , $X$ $\mathcal{V}$ $\mathcal{V}\cap A(=\{V\cap A|V\in \mathcal{V}\})<\mathcal{U}$
. , $\gamma$ $A$ $X$ $P^{\gamma_{arrow}}$
embedded , $A$ $X$ $P$-embedded .
, embedding .
$P\Rightarrow P^{\gamma}\Rightarrow P^{\aleph 0}\Leftrightarrow C\Rightarrow c*$
, .
. X Y , $A\mathrm{x}Y$ $X\cross Y$
embedded , $C$-embedded ?
, .
(Morita-Hoshina [1]). $Y$ compact Ha$d\alpha I ,
(1) (4) . , $w(Y)$ $Y$ weight .
(1) $A\mathrm{x}\mathrm{Y}$ $X\mathrm{x}Y$ $c*$-embedded ,
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(2) $A\mathrm{x}Y$ $X\cross Y$ $C_{-\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}}\mathrm{b}\alpha 1\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ ,
(3) $A\mathrm{x}Y$ $X\cross \mathrm{Y}$ $P^{w(Y)}$-embedded ,
(4) $A$ $X$ $P^{w(\mathrm{Y})}$-embedded .
, $Y$ , open problem
.
Question 1(Przymusiiki [3], Waiko [5]). $Y$ non-discrete
, $A\mathrm{x}Y$ $X\cross Y$ $C^{*}-\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d}\propto 1$ . , $A\cross Y$ $X\cross Y$
C-embedded ? , $A$ $X$ P-embedd
, $A\cross Y$ $X\mathrm{x}Y$ P-embedd ?
Question 1 , ,
(Was’ko [5]). $\cdot$ , $Y$





1, 2 , Question 1 .
Theorem 1. $Y$ $\sigma$- , $A$ $X$
$C$-embedded subset . $A\cross Y$ $X\cross Y$ C’-embedded
, $A\cross Y$ $X\cross Y$ CCC-embedd .
Theorem 2. $Y$ $\sigma$- , $A$ $X$
6
$P-\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d}\propto 1$ subset . $A\mathrm{x}Y$ $X\cross Y$ C’-embedded
, $A\mathrm{x}Y$ $X\cross Y$ $P$-embedded .
Corollary 1. $Y$ non-discrete $\sigma$- , $A\cross Y$
$X\cross Y$ C’-embedded . , $A\mathrm{x}Y$ $X\cross Y$ C-emb d
. , $A$ $X$ $P$-embedd , $A\mathrm{x}Y$ $X\cross Y$ $P-$
embedded .
Remark 1. Corollary 1 , $Q$ Question 1
, $Q$ $A\mathrm{x}Q$ $X\cross Q$ C’-embedded
$X$ $A$ ([4]).
, $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{z}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\acute{\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}$ , [3] Theorem 4 , $X$
$A$ , $\sigma$- $Y$ $A\cross Y$
$X\mathrm{x}Y$ C’-embedded $X$ , $X$ countably




$Y$ X , $\sigma$- ,
. , .
Theorem 3. $Y$ $\Sigma$ , $X$ $P$- , $A$ $X$
$C$-embedded subset . $A\cross Y$ $X\cross Y$ C’-embedded
, $A\cross Y$ $X\cross Y$ $C$-embedded .
Theorem 4. . $Y$ $\sigma$- , $X$ $P$- , $A$ $X$
$P$-embedded subset . $A\cross Y$ $X\cross Y$ C’-embedded
7
, $A\mathrm{x}Y$ $X\cross Y$ $\mathrm{P}$-embedded .
Remark 2. Theorem 3 4 , , $X,$ $A$ Theorem
3 $X$ $P$- , $A$ , Theorem 4 $X$ collectionwise
normal P- , $A$ , Theorem 3 Fact 1,
Theorem 4 Fact 2 ,
.
Fact 1. $A$ $X$ $C$-embedded, $Z$ $A\mathrm{x}Y$ $X\cross Y$ zero-set
, $(\overline{A}\cross Y)\cap Z=\emptyset$ .
Fact 2. $A$ $X$ $P$-embedded . $A\mathrm{x}Y$ \mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$}-locally finite cozer$(\succ \mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}$
cover $\{G_{\lambda}|\lambda\in\Lambda\}$ $\lambda\in\Lambda$ $X\cross Y$ cozero-set
$H_{\lambda}$ $H_{\lambda}\cap(A\cross Y)=c_{\lambda}$ , $\overline{A}\cross Y\subset\cup\{H_{\lambda}|\lambda\in\Lambda\}$ .
Theorem 3 $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\infty \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}4$ ,
.
Question 2. $Y$ $\Sigma$ , $X$ (collaetionwise) normal
P- , $A$ $X$ $P$-embedded subset . $A\cross Y$ $X\cross Y$ $C^{*}-$
embedded , $A\cross Y$ $X\cross Y$ $P$-embedded ?
, Yang
.
Question 3 (Yang [6]). $X$ co oetionwise normal $P$- , $Y$
$\Sigma$ . $X\mathrm{x}Y$ normal $X\cross Y$ collectionwise
normal ?
Question 3 , Yang , [6] , $X$ countably compact
8
normal , . Yang
, .
.
, $X$ $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}$ nomml $\Sigma$ , Question 3
. , , Question 2 ,
$X$ collectionwise nomml $\Sigma$ , .
.
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